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1.1 Safety sheet flooring 
Altro Stronghold 30, Altro Classic 25, Altro Atlas 40, Altro Aquarius  

Areas like busy commercial kitchens and wet environments have 

additional contaminants, which are continuously present and spillages 

cannot be avoided. The likelihood of a slip is significantly increased, 

raising the slip risk level to “extremely high”. These locations demand 

safety flooring that retains a slip risk level of one in a million with 

contaminants such as grease, oil, shampoo and shower gels. 

1.2 Slip-resistant sheet flooring
Altro Reliance 25, Altro Walkway 20, Altro Walkway 20SD,  

Altro Tungsten (For Altro Promenade see 1.10) 

In many commercial areas your slip risk is not as high as the specialist 

area types described above. But, your patrons, patients, students and 

employees still deserve to be secure on their feet — and you deserve 

peace of mind. We offer slip-resistant flooring that meets and exceeds 

safety standards. It reduces the risk of slips and falls and looks good 

doing so. It has become a practical and durable commercial flooring 

solution in a variety of application areas.

1.3 Smooth sheet flooring
Altro Symphonia, Altro Orchestra, Altro Operetta, Altro Serenade, 

Altro Wood, Altro Wood Comfort, Altro Wood Acoustic, Altro Cantata, 

Altro Zodiac Smooth 

Altro smooth flooring has had a significant makeover. Featuring looks 

that offer versatile, flexible designs that are easy to maintain and install. 

Most of our smooth color palette has been hand selected to coordinate 

and contrast with our wall panels and safety flooring, and slip-resistant 

flooring ranges.

1.4 Adhesive-free sheet flooring
Altro Cantata, Altro XpressLay, Altro Wood adhesive-free

With our slip-resistant and smooth sheet options your installation 

becomes simple, quick and effective. Our adhesive-free flooring was 

created with speed in mind, capable of being installed and walked on 

within 24 hours —saving you time, money and hassle. 

1.5 Plank and tile flooring 
Altro Lavencia LVT, Altro Quartz Tile, Altro Dolce Tile, Altro Dolce 

Essentials 

Altro’s plank and tile flooring provide attractive designs that are easy to 

maintain and install. Whether it’s looks, durability or life cycle costs that 

concern you, our flooring delivers on every count and are suitable for a 

wide array of application areas. 

1.6 Altro Everlay (Underlayment) 

Altro Everlay is an impervious sheet vinyl underlayment designed to 

overcome the problems that can be encountered when laying Altro high 

performance sheet floor coverings over certain damp surfaces, existing 

resilient flooring, or subfloors contaminated with oil, paint or old adhesive 

residue. See Altro Everlay QuickFacts for additional information

1.7 Altro Acoustic Underlay 1101
Altro Acoustic Underlay 1101 is an impervious sheet vinyl underlayment 

designed to further reduce the passage and transmission of sound 

(schools, healthcare, senior living, residences, etc.) See Altro Acoustic 

Underlay 1101 for additional information.

1.8 Altro Walkway 20SD  
(Static-dissipative flooring)
Static-dissipative slip-resistant flooring for electrically sensitive 

environments. See Altro Walkway 20SD QuickFacts for additional 

information.

1.9 Altro Ollero (Rubber tile)
Altro Ollero is a versatile, durable and eco-friendly rubber flooring solution 

designed to provide the look of more traditional commercial surfaces 

such as carpet, stone and even cork. Available in a range of 22 colors 

with a mixture of solid, speckled, neutral and vibrant tones, these tiles are 

guaranteed not to curl, harden or crack over time. Their integrated impact 

and sound absorption properties can help reduce fatigue and excess 

noise in high traffic areas. See Altro Ollero installation instructions for 

additional information.

1.10 Altro Promenade  
(Exterior flooring)
Designed for outdoor functionality, Altro Promenade sheet vinyl flooring 

provides essential slip resistance in areas exposed year-round to 

changing weather conditions. Available in four different patterns, this 

range is ideal for patios, decks and pool surrounds that prioritize both 

safety and aesthetic appeal. See Altro Promenade installation instructions 

for additional information.


